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Flame is the second full album from the Mary Janes and the first on
Flat Earth Records. Fronted by Janas Hoyt, a veteran of the
seminal early 90’s line-up of the Vulgar Boatmen as well as studio
sessions with John Mellencamp, the Mary Janes play honest
American music from the heart of the Midwest.
With the 1999 release of their full-length debut, Record No. 1, the
band’s brand of Amer-indie roots rock prompted critics from Seattle
to Austin, Chicago to New York to praise the music as noble,
compelling and emotionally afire. Once again, Hoyt delivers a cycle
of songs that delve deeply into the heart and soul of a woman who is
both struggling with loss and celebrating the redemption of truth.
Opening with the hopeful Junie Moon, ‘morning comes, to those who
wait’, Hoyt later apprises twice of the unspeakable – first in Bruises
and Breaks, ‘she crept out through the back, with a six-gun on her
back’ and then again in Subtract the Night ‘women cry and women
fall, and you might as well be the cause of it all’, before closing with
a near anthemic version of Tom Petty’s Free Girl Now.
With overdriven vocals and pedal steel guitar countering lush string
arrangements reminiscent of Cale-era Velvet Underground, the Mary
Janes offer a 14 song document which pushes the boundaries of
American roots rock.

track listing
1 junie moon
2 flame
3 better way
4 be careful
5 telescope
6 all i want
7 lucky stars
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8 downtown
9 bruises and breaks
10 subtract the night
11 say it two times
12 vertigo
13 travellers
14 free girl now
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National Americana Radio Campaign. March 19 impact date.
Retail marketing support coordinated by the Symbiotic Label Group.
12 x 17 Poster and promotional cd’s available for retail
National publicity service through the Scott West Syndicate.
Confirmed Tour Markets:
Madison, WI * Chicago, IL * Richmond, VA * Raleigh, NC * Sargeantsville, NJ *
Cambridge, MA * NYC, NY * Urbana, IL * Indianapolis, IN * Pittsburgh, PA * Charleston, WV
Branded internet exposure through: www.theMaryJanes.com
Consumer awareness advertising: No Depression, Amplifier, Big Takeover and key regional publications.
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